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There has been recently great interest in two particulEir vibrational

nodes of incommensurate (I) systems: ph&sons and amplitudons, These

vibrations have been studied by taking into account the interaction between

the soft mode at qs that drives the transition to the I phase and the

vibrations of the lattice with wave vectors \q\ <2 |q \ using a Landau type

hamiltonian. This interaction gives, in a quasi harmonic approximation, A

splitting of the soft mode into a phason with frequency w = )q - q | and an.

amplitudon with w a = [2(T - T ) + (q - q ) ] , where T is the transition

temperature . A different approach was attempted by Janssen who studied

the vibrational spectra of a one dimensional (4D) incommensurate system by

approximating it with a commensurate (C) system with a large unit cell. He

found vibrations which correspond to changes in the phase and in the amplitude

of the modulation, with a hamiltonian that included both harmonic interactions

between second and third neighbours and quartic terms. We obtained in general

a non zero phason frequency.

In this letter we show that for a ID incommensurate system phasons and

amplitudons can be obtained with the simplest possible model: that of harmonic

interactions between first neighbours only, provided that a realistic

dependence of the force constants k with distance r is used. We

characterize the I system as usual by the equilibrium displacement u. of

each atom i from its position in the ID lattice of unit distance between

first neighbours (the high temperature phase):

where

and

A' = - A A

There is no reason to assume that the modulation of theforce constants is also

of the cosine type, as those of u. and r..

To study the dependence o_f the force constants X with r, we have considered

different external fields on a single bond. We choose external fields produced

by atoms in some one and two dimensional configurations:

(a) the tvo first neighbours of the atom pair in a linear configuration,

(b) the two common first neighbours in a 2D triangular lattice and

(c) the six first neighbours in a 2D square lattice. For each

configuration the total potential energy V is taken as the sum of pairwise

interactions between atoms:

v-
The single bond considered is the only variable distance r and the rest of the

first neighbours distances r' are kept fixed. The equilibrium distance r

is obtained from the condition T — = 0 and it depends on the parameter r'.
or

The corresponding force constant is ;

k =

u.L = A cos

8f all the vibrations around these equilibrium positions, phasons correspond

to small .changes in the phase $ and amplitudons to changes in the amplitude

A. Therefore, the instantaneous displacements become respectively

P . , , r , \

^"% (2)
.i +•

"-t - (A
(3)

With the modulation given "by Eq.(l) the interatomic distances become:

By varying adequately r' and the type and parameters of potentials v(r)

we were able to cover a wide range of force constants k. Most calculations

were performed using the same Lennard-Jones potential for all pairs of atoms,

but we also tried deeper potentials for some of the surrounding bonds. For

geometry (a) we also tried Morse and Buckingham potentials that give

the same force constant for the isolated bond as the Lennard-Jones one. The

interesting result of these calculations is that they all fit approximately in

a single exponential dependence of X on r, shown in Pig.l. Thus the

modulation of the force constant in the I system is far from the cosine type,

it becomes, from Eq.{l*), approximately

(5)
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With the above law for the force constants ve have calculated the

vibrational spectra of C systems with large unit, cells where as of Eq.(l) :

is given by q = 2nM , M and N being integers. This is a usual approximation

to study numericallyHI systems, although it. is not know if truly I systems with

q//2ir irrational are the limit of C systems with larger and larger unit cells.

The distinction.between an I system and a C one with a large unit cell is only

mathematical, as real physical systems are always finite. Also, from

experiments the values of the discommensurations are usually given with a few

significant figures and thus it is not possible to discriminate between very

large unit cells and I systems.

To characterize phasons and amplitudons we use the following criteria:

(a) both must correspond to vibrations with 2M nodes.;'

(b) the eigenvectors corresponding to the phason (amplitudes) mode shoul'd

have sinusoidal (cosinusoidal) behaviour as a function of position (see Eqs.(2)

and (3)). Deviations of the eigenvectors obtained by diagonalization of the

dynamical H x H . matrices from the above, functional form are studied using

the "inverse participation ratio P :

} -1 ct/ (6)

Ciiu are the coefficients of the eigenvectors studied (v=2M and 2M+1) and

P • is a measure of the localization. If the eigenvectors are localized in

one atom of each unit cell P^ = 1 and if they are extended Py - jf -
 F o r a

sinusoidal or cosinusoidal behaviour in a continuous system the inverse

participation ratio becomes:

f n (7)

We consider that phasons and amplitudons are present If the ratio

does not differ significantly from one.

P

p'

h)
(c) the phason frequency must be smaller than the amplitudon one

(d) there must be a gap between both frequencies ;

(e} the phason frequency must be lower than u)s = 2 sin n M (k * m = 1 ) ,

the frequency of the periodic system with one atom per unit cell and wave vector

qs = 2 IF — , (usually the high temperature phase) but not necessarily zero.

In Table 1 we show results for A = 0.05 and 0.1 of Eq.(l). These

values for the modulation" were used 'because they give reasonable variations in

the distances ri> of the order of 10% . It should be noticed that the

corresponding variations in the force constants are an order of magnitude larger

(Fig-1). The C unit cells used contained between 20 and 50 atoms. In fact,

the characteristics of the two modes that we are studying do not change appreciably

with these sizes for the C unit cells used to approximate the I system. In

particular for one irrational number, represented by the following continued

fraction:

air '+

the first four approximations to •— are '

1 3 7 17'• £lr

F * 19* * W ' ioT a D d We s e e f r o i n t l l e table that the results are similar for
the last three approximations. We also verified that the sizes of the C unit

cells are large enough for the results to be independent of the phase $ ,

(Eqs.(l), {!») and (5))-

In the table we show results for the two modes with 2M nodes, modes 2M

and 2M + i. We notice that D ^ and D
2M+1

 i n c r e a s e monotonously for

decreasing p up to p £ 5 ( where they increase abruptly and their behaviour

becomes erratic. By inspection of the shape of the eigenvectors • we find that

mode 2H corresponds to the phason and mode 2M + 1 to the amplitudon when

p^5> but for p < 5 the eigenvectors become localized within each unit cell.

Also from the table we see that the frequency of the phason is always lower than

that of the amplitudon and also lower than IU . Phasons and amplitudons were

obviously obtained in calculations with aero wave vector of the C unit cell of

size U, as they extend through all the crystal. However, to prove the

existence of a gap between the two levels, calculations were performed for other

values of the wave vector up to the border of the Brilloum zone. We find that

for P^5 the phason energy corresponds to the top of an energy band and the
i

amplitudon to the bottom of the next one. For p^5 they belong to extremely

narrow bands, 'The dependence of the frequencies with wave vector decreases with

increasing size of the C unit cell used to approximate the I system.

-3-



I t I s i n t e r e s t i n g t o no te t h a t t h e normalized energy gap AID = (ID,.,, - M )/(j
cM+1 2M s

also changes its behaviour at the same value of p as the other properties.

Fig.2 shows a typical example of these vibrations. It is clear that

the results of the present calculation fit reasonably well to the theoretical

model corresponding to changes in the phase and amplitude of the modulation.

It is known that with a cosine modulation of the force constants

there is no gap at o> — ui for large C systems. Thus the degeneracy of the

two vibrations with £M nodes is not removed and phasons and amplitudons do not

appear. However, we find here phason and amplitudon - like vibrations with

first neighbour harmonic interactions only when a realistic and not a simple

cosine modulation of the force constants is used. These vibrations occur when

there is a sufficient number of atoms per period of the modulation.
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TABLE CAPTION

O^ vn - J —J

Results for the 2M and 2M+1 modes obtained from diagonallzation of the

dynamic J) x H matrix for zero wave vector. The second column is simply

p = JJ/M and gives the average number of atoms per modulation period.
M
— is the frequency of the system with one atom per unit cell and= 2 sin IT

= 2 * | ' is the normalized energy gap.

All frequecnies are measured in units such that k = m = 1 for the

system with one atom per unit cell.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fip. l - Force constant as a. function of distance for a single bond in different

external potentials (see text)

. configuration (a) with Lennard-Jones potentials

x "' W
A "

o "

<c) '
(a) " Morse or Buckingham's potentials

The full curve corresponds to k = exp [lT.9(l-»f)] which was chosen because it

gives a good fit for the large force constants. The units are such that the

isolated bond has rg = 1 and k = 1.

the full curves and the points marked on them represent the equilibrium positions

of the 19 atoms, y. of Eq,( l) . In (a) the dotted curve gives the displacements

u + <5û  of Eq̂ . (2) and the crosses are the results obtained by adding to each

u. an arbitrary fraction of the coefficient c.g of the normalized eigen-

vector of the 6 mode. In (b) the dotted curve is u + Sua of Eq.(3) and

the crosses are similarly obtained by adding to an arbitrary fraction of

IT'
In the dotted curves 5$ and SA are chosen so that one of the crosses

lies exactly on each curve.
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